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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The Nature of the Problem
Both the paucity and the relative dating of the periodi/
cal articles that deal directly with the 14.00oc and re.YEAADVI
A.
in the Pastoral Epistles provide an indication of the problem
of identifying these concepts. With the exception of Sandmel's
paperl no single study has been devoted exclusively to this
issue in the past two decades. Although nearly every commentator devotes more than a few lines to the concepts, gives
them major consideration in introductory remarks concerning
the nature of the erEeoSeSjOsKO.Aot or even (e.g. C. Spicq2)
claims that these phenomena lie at the very heart of the
alien proclamation refuted in the Pastorals, most of these
writers conclude that the precise identity of the izOok and
rEYEAAOW(oR must remain uncertain. Even Sandmel says at the
outset of his study that his suggestions are "frankly
speculative."3

1S. Sandmel, "Myths, Genealogies, and Jewish Myths and
the Writing of Gospels," Hebrew Union College Annual, 27
(1956), 201-211.
2C. Spicq, Les Epifitres Pastorales (Paris: Gabalda,
1947), p. lvi.
3
Sandmel, p. 201.
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The motivation for the present study, therefore, is
partially to be found in this uncertainty. For as in so
many problems, uncertainty has fostered several trends of
interpretation. Commentators since Irenaeus and Tertullian
(on the one hand) and Ambrosiaster and Jerome (on the other)
have applied these terms either to Gnostic myths or to Jewish
fables. The recent commentators, for the most part, are
either sufficiently ambivalent to accept an "either-or" situation,4 or accommodating enough to suggest a fusion of both
of these elements.5

Underscoring the variegated pattern of

interpretation of these words is the fact that any suggestion
that has attempted to make a precise identification of their
referents has been subsequently criticized. Thus, Dibelius
and Conzelmann reject any attempt to identify the heresy
designated by these terms with a schematized second-century
Gnosticism.6 Hort7 and Kittel,8 on the other hand, who apply
4W. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1924), pp. 8-9.
5Cf. J. N. D. Kelly, The Pastoral Epistles (London: Adam
and Charles Black, 1963), p. 12. J. Jeremias, Die Briefe an
Timotheus und Titus (GOttingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht,
1947), p. 9. C. K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles (Oxford:
Clarendon Press, 1963), p. 17. A complete discussion of the
positions adopted by the commentators is given in Chapter III.
6M. Dibelius, Die Pastoralbriefe(4th edition revised by
Hans Conzelmann Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1966), p. 14.
7F. J. Hort, Judaistic Christianity (London: MacMillan
& Co., 1904), pp. 135-140.
/
8G. Kittel, "Die pYE4A0bLIAL
der Pastoralbriefe," ZNW,
20(1921), 49-69.
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the terms to phenomena existing within Judaism during the
New Testament period, become the objects of Sandmel's rather
stinging critique.9
Therefore, the uncertainty shown in the positions and
counter-positions of commentators, and the fact that the most
recent full-scale works devoted to the Pastorals have either
overlooked or have chosen not to answer Sandmel's suggestions
constitute the reason for this investigation. Special attention has been given in this study to the occurrence of the
noun, EA5rt-rrprts in 1 Tim. 1:4, which the writer of the
Pastorals places in a parallel relationship to the iu3001. and
rEXCdAqtal. Although it is listed as a hapax legomenon by
Lidell and Scott and Bauer, Arndt, and Gingrich and is consistently regarded as such by the commentators (if not
omitted from the discussion entirely), another occurrence of
iii5'rfrt7CrIS has since been discovered which may have an important
bearing on the identity of the 1.4.300L and eeE,ye,A0c/.0.1 in the
Pastorals.10 This brief study, then, is an attempt to view
the terms in context: to weigh the evidence amassed in dictionaries, commentaries, monographs, and periodicals; to
9Sandmel, pp. 202-205.
10S. Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palastine (New York:
The Jewish Theological Seminary, 1950), p.. 48. Lieberman's
study of the equivalents for the Hebrew WrYTO occasioned
the recording of this variant of the Septuagint text of
2 Chron. 13:22 in Origen's Hexapla, edited by F. Field
(Oxford: n.p., 1875), I, 740.
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evaluate the suggested referents for the two terms; and to
submit tentative conclusions that will account for both the
situation addressed in the Epistles and the present knowledge
of the religious and philosophical motifs present in the late
first and early second centuries.
Scope and Method of this Study
The investigation is presented first from the standpoint
of the occurrence of the terms pV 001and ye,yea N 0 6 (Ai in
antiquity (Chapter II). Only those uses of the terms that
prove helpful to an understanding of the situation addressed
in the Pastorals are here included. Although significant
departures from the meaning given the terms (especially that
of1440905) by the early Hellenic writers are noted, no attempt
is made to duplicate the studies by Bichsel and Stahlinil and
the detailed summary of material catalogued by Spicq.
This is followed by a consideration of the five passages
in the Pastorals in which the termsl4GOOL and rEyEdOtOp/AL
occur (Chapter III). The larger context of the verse is of
primary consideration, since the characteristics of the/41
'30(K
/
and p-YEd.A0p.cti can frequently be discovered only by the
11F. Bichsel, urtreoOkoaLmt," Theological Dictionary of
the New Testament, edited by G. W. Bromily (Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), I, 663-665; hereafter
referred to as TWNT. G. Stahlin, naieos," TWNT, IV, 762-795.
12Spicq, pp. lvi-lvii.
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implications made in the surrounding verses, i.e., by what
is spoken against the heresy rather than what is said about
it. For this reason the larger segments of paranesis will be
looked at carefully. Terms that qualify the ArAot.. and
TEYEckhOv'
AL are isolated and compared to other similar contexts in which they occur. In this chapter every attempt
is made to avoid using the terms "Judaizing" and "Gnosticizing"
in any manner that would resemble a technical sense. Such
terminology would prematurely judge the evidence, since (for
the sake of this study) a closer look at what is meant by
these designations has been left until a later section.
In Chapter IV the divergent and convergent views of
the commentaries and special studies are grouped under these
three basis themes: Judaic fables, Gnostic myths, and
Gnosticizing Judaic tendencies. As has already been noted,
the terminology is not fully discussed until the following
section (Chapter V)7 however, the discussion of the commentators' views in the fourth chapter entails only their
definitions which will demand closer scrutiny in the fifth
chapter, where monographs devoted to Gnosticism and Judaism
(and some of the literature characteristic of both) in the
first and second centuries is employed to evaluate the suggested interpretations.
The conclusions of the study are summarized in Chapter VI.
These tentative summations are then used in a critique of
Sandmel's as yet unanswered study. His views, since they

6
diverge from interpretations suggested thus far, have not
been considered until this point in order that a systematic
reappraisal of his position could serve as the goal of this
study.
Limitations of this Study
This paper is a tentative reappraisal of the nature of
the)i3GOL and )rE.YE&XO(ckt as these reflect a portion of the
heresy combatted in the Pastorals. It is not intended to
be an investigation of the entire heresy, much less the complete gamut of exhortation which the Epistles contain. This
might appear to pose a false separation, since the wider
contexts of the passages that include mention of the puvot.
and yEYEchNOv.ctL seem to draw in much of the polemic and even
some of the advice concerning early church order contained
in these letters. Nonetheless, only those aspects of the
false teaching which have been considered have been evaluated
as being directly related to thepUdOl and eYErAX0allat.. The
possible arbitrariness of this distinction is fully recognized.
However, this has been done with careful attention to the
contexts of the passages themselves, to the external evidence,
and to the secondary sources. Where significant departures
occur between this study and the commentaries, that disagreement has been noted and in some cases evaluated.
Secondly, the two-fold problem of the authenticity and
dating of the Epistles has been excluded from the consideration
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of this paper. The suggestions since J. E. C. Schmid
(1804)13 and F. E. D. Schleiermacher (1807)14 that the
Pastorals are pseudepigraphic, the more contemporary
"fractionalist" arguments of P. N. Harrison (on the basis
of linguistic analysis)15 and B. S. Easton (on the basis of
Harrison's statistics, external evidence, and the cumulative
force of un-Pauline traits),16 and the recently renewed
13
D. Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles (Grand Rapids:
Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1957), p. 15.
14D. Guthrie, "The Development of the Idea of Pseudepigraphy in New Testament Criticism," The Authority and
Integrity of the New Testament (London: SPCK, 1965), p. 15.
15
P. N. Harrison, The Problem of the Pastoral Epistles
(London: Oxford University Press, 1921), p. 47. "Under test
after test the Pastorals are shown to be divided from the
other epistles by a great gulf . . . ." Harrison's entire
study is replete with tables, diagrams, and indices and contains several noteworthy appendices. It has become a kind of
water-shed for this phase of criticism in the study of the
Pastorals. The argument has been considered and evaluated
in every commentary that post-dates Harrison's work. An
opposing study on linguistic grounds is given by F. R. M. Hitchcock who compares the Pastorals to Philo and finds that between
the writer of the Epistles and Philo there exists an 87.5 per
cent degree of correlation in use of terminology. He concludes that Harrison has assigned a dating much too late for
most of the "non-Pauline" language: F. R. M. Hitchcock,
"Philo and the Pastorals," Hermathena, 56 (1940), 115, 135.
C. F. D. Moule has also taken a critical position over against
some of Harrison's work (especially his theory concerning the
origin of the fragments themselves) and chooses instead a
Lukan authorship during the time of a proposed second imprisonment of Paul. His study is also structured toward analyzing
linguistic and conceptual similarities--in this instance
between the Pastorals and the Lukan corpus: C. F. D. Moule,
"The Problem of the Pastoral Epistles: A Reappraisal,"
Bulletin of the John Rylands Library, 47 (1965), 430-452.
16B. S. Easton, The Pastoral Epistles (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1947), pp. 9-33.
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arguments in behalf of Pauline authorship17 are complex
enough to demand a study in their own right. While some
might hold that to avoid the issue of authorship while treating the nature of the tkil&O and IfCMo,aodiaL is begging the
question, it is the position of this writer that the phenomena
standing behind these latter concepts can be studied irrespective of Pauline authorship. In the fifth chapter attention
will be given equally to first and early second century
evidence (where possible) to allow for either position.
Finally, the area of external evidence is sharply
limited in this study. Neither the summary of the uses of
the terms in antiquity, nor the resume of the patritic
attestations, nor even the examination of the positions of
the commentators is meant to be exhaustive. These are merely
guides to the chief connotations of the words (Chapter II)
and to the lines of interpretation (Chapter IV) which were
somewhat established already early in the Christian era and
which have been followed to a greater or lesser degree since
that time.

17

Cf. Spicq, pp. xcv-cxxx. Kelly, pp. 16-36. These are
the two most recent and noteworthy examples of this position.

CHAPTER II
ALOOLAND yt.YEAX066xl IN ANTIQUITY
/AZOOSin Ancient Greek Literature
The earliest uses of the term,A(405, exhibit neither
negative nor positive connotations.

As Stahlin points out,

at least one occurrence of kk15005 that goes back to perhaps
the sixth or even eighth century B. C., (Odyssey XI, 511)
/A
simply means "thought" :OAK rIpAeTAYE ittuOlcov ("He did not
stray in his thou4hts.").1
Spicq gives as his translation of the earliest occurrences of the noun "report, response, order, or proverb."
All of these are, according to Spicq, natural developments
of the basic meaning "word," the sense in which 1.6:1005 is
used earlier in Homer as well as by Aeschylus and Plato in
the fifth century B. C.2 When St'Ahlin considers the use of
phOS for "account" or "story" he comments that within this
1G. Stahlin, "IaGos,"
Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament, edited by G. W. Bromily (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), IV, 766. Hereafter referred
to as TWNT.
2C. Spicq, Les ipiikres Pastorales (Paris: Gabalda, 1947),
p. lvi. Cf., howeN.rer, Stahlin who maintains that the equation of itZ0oS and 'finoS ("mere word") was a gradual rapprochement of an earlier antithesis between #3663 as "thought" and
Enos used as "uttered thought."
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use the question that is crucial to the New Testament occurrences of the term arises--namely, the question of truth or
falsity.3
The earliest use of '400S that touches on either of
these attributes is again found in Homer (Odyssey XI, 492).
Here it exhibits the actual meaning of truth. In Euripides

6 paos is qualified by TI'S OtArigLictS in the sense of a
"truthful account" (Phoenissae 469). By way of contrast,

A 13Q05 is also used in the sense of "rumor," "unsupported
story," or "legend" by Euripides (Ion 994) to indicate that
which preceded history properly so-called. And it is employed
by Plato (Respublica I, 350e) to indicate that which women
cf

n owiii Tats TouS ALL)000S

tell to their children: Los:Si/Se
AfiloUGUS.

Plato notes later in the same work thatyLaoS in

this sense is that which, although false, contains an element
of truth and is, therefore, to be valued as a pedagogical
FrN

deviceilleLOTOV Tots MILJtOLS pwvous Ai o,

ToZrro St_

TIOu

TO OXOY alifi3y TEZS05. 'Zyt, Sk
• at :00411M(Respublica II, 3774).4
,
,4
3Sta
hlin, p. 767. The question can hardly be answered
by a survey of the Hellenic writers alone, as St&hlin's own
comment indicates (infra., p.12 ). Myth was variously evaluated in the Greek world according to the point of perspective
of each writer.
4lbid., p. 768.

U6
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The difficulty of assessing the negative or positive
value of)L00(in the Greek world, furthermore, involves
making distinctions between the various philosophical
schools. Among these there is no unified voice. The Stoics
used the traditional myths in an allegorical fashion, while
the Epicureans called myths an empty illusion. Plato himself
is ambivalent toward k1a05.

On the one hand, Plato uses his

own definition of paos (as a plastic illustration of the

metaphysical) and employs the ancient national epics as
vehicles for his teaching concerning the destiny of the soul.
Yet, on the other hand, he is also openly critical of the
traditiona4AOL. Thus, he bars poets orm090)40(, including Homer, from his ideal state (Respublica III, 398a).5
So /A OS can, even in Plato, be placed in contrast to truth;
and here, significantly enough, the context is a discussion
of an historical narrative. When Critias proposes the reading of Solon's account of Greek history it is evaluated,,Art
TrXeMSO&TO. 1.w ov, Oak' 0001(9(10Y AC:150Y (Timy(aeus, 26e). In a
context that is concerned not with history but with poetry
myth (or mythological speech) is contrasted by Plato to
Xo'isoS: £YrOviCaS COIL TOY TIOVIT;ly
ELY6((, 11OLE1Y if.taouS, olA)

rroLruriiS

1\40US (Phaedo, 61b).

It is because of this ambivalence that St&hlin concludes
that

5lbid., pp. 777, 779.
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p:CAOS. . . is variously evaluated in antiquity
according to the outlook and standard of the person
concerned. There is joyous acceptance in poetry
and popular religion, profound interpretation in
the mysteries and Plato, allegorical reinterpretation in nature philosophy and Stoicism to the overthrow of any independent significance of myth,
frivolous mockery in many literary and educated
circles, criticism and rejection on ethical and
rational grounds in several writers, especially
philosophers. There is, however, no formal repudiation on religious grounds until we come to the
New Testamgnt and Christian writers of the first
centuries.
One use of )..a00Sby the historian Diodorus Siculus (first
century B. C.) illustrates the above-mentioned negative evaluation on ethical grounds (here, in relation to the passing
on of traditional customs and its effect on the preservation
of piety). Diodorus compares the more favorable virtue of
the Egyptians with that shown by the Greeks who hand down
IA
their customs AkaUOLS TIE-RXagitAEY0LS VCotl Cl?I'VAILS ScaPEPAryttEXottS
which, in turn, does not yield iriy TE 112w 6.666Pa)v TVAirIV Hall
-triv IWY uorneum -niu.wetay(I, 93).7 Perhaps significant are
the occurrences of p.300S in connection with p.Yto0106(ill. (or
a combination of verbal cognates of the two terms). All of
these occurrences are considered below.
6Ibid., p. 779.
7
Diodorus of Sicily, The Loeb Classical Library, edited
and translated by C. H. Oldfather (London: Heinemann Ltd.,
1933), I, 316.
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/
litTEAAoemLand Their Relationship to t.s.u&01 in Antiquity
/
The earliest use of fEYE.0.X015uxl appears in Plato
(Cratylus 396c), where it refers to the genealogical descendancy of the gods. Three other occurrences of the term (or
its verbal counterpart) are found in contexts that include
comments on types of historical narratives. In two instances
46YEO.X0WA'
AL or the writing of the same are combined with some
form of itAILYNO(. Solon's account of the origin of the race
is called by Plato (Timy(aeus 22a) 1.4100X015CW Kdl . . .
WEINA4Ety. Here the expression could simply mean a primeval history.
However, Polybius in the second century B. C. places the
terms in tandem and gives them a decidedly pejorative cast
%

N
when he refers to those who are concerned with '
Tort TEllEeLTd5

ryEckAoirt4S Kost Au,4003(IX, 2, 1). The negative connotation
of this phrase is reinforced by the fact that earlier in the
same work (IV, 1, 4) Polybius had referred to those early
ti
eras of history that are recounted in a manner (0 6EVEc0015(KOS
TeolloS) especially appealing to the inquisitive, a method
from which he himself abstains. BUchsel maintains that the
parallel is sufficiently pronounced to allow the conclusion
,„
that "laudol and yVackA0V.ott " was a kind of formulaic expression for primitive history.8 Although one is almost
/
F. BUchsel, fidexacoovAt
," TWNT, I, 663-664. Cf. also
W. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1924),
p. 8. Although Lock says that "• • • rtre.d.)%orcrot.L was used
8

14
constrained toward caution (and, therefore, away from such
a generalization) on the basis of merely three citations, it
can at least be submitted that the expression"/AAA and
6EY€41,X01104.k" was known, and that it was employed by two
Greek writers in the context of historical narratives.
).1:660t. and V-Y€01/4 X0V.0l in the Septuagint and Judaism
A

Of the two terms, only itiuti OS occurs in the Septuagint.
In Sirach 20:19 a passing reference is made to AtiAos as
7 ,
$/
n/
CrOpAat, :VTIdtStATulY ayWtEx(Tifttamit Here it
aktote0S
simply means "story," and its use is limited to a metaphor
describing an ungracious man.9 Except that this use supports
the assertion that )1,63005 can possess a completely neutral
meaning prior to a Christian interpretation, the occurrence
in the Septuagint is not at all helpful in understanding the
significance of the term in the New Testament.
Philo, like the Greek historians, is a rather ambivalent
witness. While rejecting the ia0t of the

and thereby

all their religious formulations in favor of Old Testament
widely of any mythologies connected with the history of early
founders of states," he, too, cites only these examples.
90ne other occasion of itaos
exists but only as a variant reading of the text of Wisdom of Solomon 17:4 in the
version given by Aquila. Surely Rahlfs is correct in selectitg AkupS ("innermost chamber of the house") as the mostlikely original reading at this point.

15
10 Philo, nevertheless,
history (De Confusione Linguarum 3),
does in fact what he denies in principle: he uses a mythological framework via an allegorical method of interpretation to point up the deeper and permanent meaning within the
texts of the Torah. This method, which had already been
brought into Judaism by Aristobulus, he shared completely with
the Hellenistic philosophers of his day.11 However, one is
able to discern even in Philo a distinction between that
which waspu&SWs and that which was regarded as Scriptural
truth based in history,12 even if this was (by our analysis)
merely a semantic distinction.
Josephus uses the "telling of myths" in a pejorative
sense in at least one instance. He draws a sharp distinction
between one of the methods of Greek historians TlYSS AkEY
• .
Ent 70 p.u0o)tolfElV Tecelrop0otand the chief characteristic of
records of the Jewish nation: "Ttis
Zoirz&ozs
/
13 At least in these three instances the
7EKkooleoY t6T 0 eta%
term ),AuNOS has significantly negative overtones and is used

in a polemical sense by Jewish writers to mark off non-Jewish
accounts of history.
10

tEec(.l AElcoAtsval j3ti)(3Xot Trate ) viALy Kdl AtuvOUS
71EetExov6tY. In Stahlin, p. 790.
11C. Colpe, "Philo," Die Religion in Geschichte and
Gegenwart (3rd edition; Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1961), V,
col. 344.
^
g
12patoEls Un0Ad AV /LIU OV ElYcit TO ElerlpflOy In Stahlin,
p. 790.
13Josephus, Contra Apion I, 5, 25, 26.
f

(Xi

16
The evEct.NOrti, however, have no such negative connotations in either Philo or Josephus. Although the context of
one use of a cognate in Josephus is manifestly pejorative,
the point of censure is not the genealogies themselves but
rather the fact that these constitute an instance of contradiction among Greek historians.14 The genealogies are merely
the form of historical material upon which Hellanicus and
Acusilaus disagree, according to Josephus. Philo uses TOY
IfEYE0A0WOY Atc.eos as a designation of the entire historical
portion of the Pentateuch with the exception of creation (De
Vita Mosis II, 8).15 Thus, a negative attitude toward
WeAr6xXo00, within Judaism cannot be illustrated from the
writings of Philo or Josephus. Furthermore, some commentators
feel that Philo's use of the term in De Vita Mosis II, 8 may
be one of the most significant indicators of what is meant by
6Ey€0., .Xoatott in the Pastorals.16
14Contra Apion I, 3, 16.
15Lock, p. 8.
16Infra., p. 35.

CHAPTER III
kaOL AND V:tee.a.h0c0.L IN THE PASTORALS
Since, as has already been indicated by Sthlin, the
New Testament use of AAublOS entails a departure from its use
in Greek antiquity insofar as that term is here " . . . repudiated on religious grounds,"1 attention is now given to the
four occurrences ofp.7)GOL in the Pastoral Epistles. The only
other use of the term in the New Testament (in 2 Peter 1:16)
is briefly considered together with its closest parallel in
the Pastorals, 2 Tim. 4:4.
The only two occurrences of iSYSKX0rock, in the New
Testament are examined together with the final passage considered in the study of the haOl (1 Tim. 1:4). This decision has been made in view of two factors: (1) The terms are
placed together in the First Timothy passage. (2) In the
Titus 3:9 use of IsEyEa
Ao rci( , although frtotdOS does not occur,
the surrounding terminology and context is sufficiently
similar to that of 1 Tim. 1:4 to warrant a parallel consideration. The decision to consider 1 Tim. 124 and its
parallel in Titus as the last of the passages is made in
view of the fact that herein the most concrete indication
of the nature of the)LOot. and /EyE oLAVIcia is made. The

1Supra, p. 12.
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order of consideration of the passages, then, is that of
ascending rather than descending importance.
This chapter is primarily concerned with delineating
the concept of /L(660i. and ifenciA0pll from the standpoint
of context. At times translations of the terms will be
suggested. In instances where these terms are considered
sufficiently unambiguous to allow a tentative identification
and interpretation to be immediately assigned to these

phenomena, this has been done. However, for the most part
the interpretation will only be suggested after a critical
examination of the commentators has been made in Chapter IV.
In those instances where even the translation of surrounding
terminology would imply an interpretation that is presently
disputed, merely the Greek terms considered significant are
noted. The general thrust of the context is stated in
language that does not go beyond the explicit assertions of
that context itself.
2 Timothy 4:4
%

%

%

3

I

et7To jay TriS cdtriVE.I4S
Err( •SE -rouS pl&oUS

%

2

Tip" a Kopf CITTOTTEVOUTI Y

SK-rectwq60Yrakt.

The larger context of

the exhortation begins in 3:1 and continues through 4:8.
The EY Etrxd-rOIS ripeeochS ellTricioYTti(

KaleCA 4AXEMDL (3:1)

gives an eschatological coloring to this entire section, a
note repeated in 4:3 (at which point the older Greek paragraph marking sets off the immediate context of the warning
in 4:4) with the phrase ETTUlacke KocieoS oTt . .

.

19
The problem of the future tenses in 4:4 is minimized when
seen in context, for the errant tendencies personified by
fiAok ex ueot, & MSoY Es ( "braggerts, hollow

men who are cprAcc urot ,
men"), .

2

/

. 13,6'4 (prOA0C, . . .40, Y06'i of..., . . • Cwicio0010(, • . •

are to be part of the present concern of the addressee:
700Toos «TioTeETtOu(3:5)1

These men are described signifi^/
cantly as those who have the Oetpwaly
1.t
60661.5E1c/Sbut who deny
e
. . . duv/cipAY a uTri s ( 3 :5).
•

The fact that the turning STT(. .

•

.10uS )110WOUS is

synonymous to the act of turning ct9ITO Tr SS Carl(9EfaSis also
illuminated by the forgoing context. Those who make their
way into homes find a hearing with auYottkell (a term of
opprobrium signifying "silly women") who are not able
/

7.

an6Y(.04\Y CXXquEmS EAU-UN/ , are burdened with (3:6-7) ap.aen
^

and are driven by ETTI UU,LAICS of many hues. Each of these
traits may indirectly reflect the nature of the 1:000(.. For
p.UOOL is probably used in 4:4 to characterize the content of
the message proclaimed by those already designated as having
impure minds and as being opposed to the truth (3:8). The
"knowledge" of "truth" (which occurs again in 4:4) may be
terminology adopted from the claim made for such p.o090L by
their promoters. The moral aspersion given these men and
their teaching (3:8) is illustrated by the Midrashic

tradi-

tion of ).1.co/Vrt5 and'a9A0e;S (orriaAtis, as in Ambrosiaster,
the Western text tradition and the Talmud). This might be
a polemical allusion to some of their own claims. In this
case the reference could be to their claims to magical powers.

,
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Finally, the characteristics of the 1t,to001. in 4:4 are
combatted in the preceding verses with an appeal to follow
the writer's personal (i.e. Apostolic) example.2 Apostolic
2
in
&SotTikckitiot is closely alligned with EuGEpEla, and that
Apostolic standard is parallel to the received teaching of

maqa aecqvi

gaillYE001-05.3 This teaching leads the man of God

to be '
llteilOS . . .1483 1TctY ElerOY

IftieTiO),(&05(3:17).

Thus the upairoutfri Sit566140tict is not only tied closely to
the exercise of EOGE10614x, but is also the obverse of that to
which those who are governed by Ta3 (butS 81TIWU)LIG(S will
turn (4:3).4 This second occurrence of 616k1)4(atin the context (the other already noted in 3:6) is probably more than
happenstance and may well be seen, in the light of its earlier
use, as an intended reflection of the ethically impure overtones of the i(401,

2Whether the claim of Apostolicity is made by an Apostle
or by a pseudonymous writer is immaterial, since the Apostolic
standard is cited as normative in either event.
3The significance of nMo-TrYEA)TroS is properly outside the
limits of this study. Still it might be maintained here that
the term, like others already noted in the larger context,
may have been adopted from the vocabulary of the opposition
and is here given a typically "orthodox" recasting for the
sake of the polemic.
4The same phrase exists in a markedly eschatological
context in 2 Peter 3:3.
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1 Timothy 4:7

TaIS et. 13E

A00.5 KaL

6.ecuOSEIS puiDOOS TrotecitTOZ. The

larger context of the passage begins in 4:1 after the conclusions of the inserted hymn. Before that hymn the writer
had concluded, "Confessedly, great is the To Tqs EuGE15etcts
gutrilet0Y." The context itself begins on an eschatological
note. The first five verses of the chapter summarize the
basis for the exhortation found in

vs. 6-10.

The -MUT&

of 4:6 has as its antecedent then (much like the Tou7OuS of
2 Tim. 3:5) the phenomena that characterize the uTTEeotS
K.AteOLS. The character of the last times is to be seen in
the fact that firrT0G-t-riCroy-Tott MI SS T.qs MIGTELOS (4:1). The
"deceiving spirits," "teachings of demons," and the "insincerity of liars" that lead men astray are subsumed under that
first eschatological formula. They are indications (together
with the initial warning of apostasy) of the presence of the
end times. As the Nestle-Aland text notes in the margin, a
similar theme is present in 2 Peter 2:1 (where tpEOcSOSISof.6ktc010
are marks of the last time). In that passage, as in the
clearly eschatological warning of 2 Peter 3:3, and in the
first five verses of 1 Tim. 4, the future warning is translated and applied immediately in a rather specific (and perhaps similar) present-tense paranesis.
A kind of ascetic dualism is reflected in vss. 3-4 by
et.

those who

KU)At.) WM) V

rdiA SA V, aTTExE.0-0oK OewiuoiruPC This accent

calls forth the apologetic on the good of all creation, the

V
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two-fold mention of receiving the created order Amrd.
WyOket.11-10.S(vss.
L

3-4), and the insistence that it has been

/

Cr6COSErdl(.

This emphasis is in antithetical relationship to

the 1.11A0C of the seventh verse, as the phrase TrIS Kot.ArIS
Sigd.6K0A(0.S in verse six makes clear.
A/

The lkii&OL are modified by the adjectives Pleg300( and
i?leawbES.

The first of these terms ascribes an ethically

pejorative quality to the p.ii(ki.5

Thus, in 1 Tim. 1:9 (where
,1A
(34311105 is parallel with «YOCI OS ) that which is 13EfSr?AOS is

profane or irreligious in a Greek (ethical) rather than a
Jewish (ceremonial) sense.6 Hauck maintains that this
emphasis is due to the stronger Hellenistic influences in the
Pastorals. He notes that PEPrIAOS is employed in Heb. 12:16
withroeYOS in the same sense.7 This ethically pejorative
qualification of puuot could then reflect the phrase
geActucTrr1eict67.4.Evu3V Triv iStoty Tuve! &law in the second verse of
5

Walter Bauer, A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, translated and
revised by W. Arndt and F. W. Gingrich (Fourth revised edition; Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1957), p. 138.
Hereafter referred to as BAG.
6 BeAr'l Aous KevrofwYtictS are to be avoided by the addressee
in 1 Tim. 6:20-21 when he is told to guard the notemerpols, the
deposit of received teaching. Throughout the concluding section of this letter (1 Tim. 6:3b ff.) the terminology and concerns are nearly parallel to the 1 Tim. 4:1-8 and 2 Tim. 3:14:8. In 1 Tim. 6:20 the "profane empty ,sounds", are placed
together with the "antitheses of tikoSwmuAtou avuyaws--another
polemic (4)Eo514,/up.ou) against their claims, namely the possession of puJCS.
7

Fredrich Hauck, "OtOriXoS," TWNT, I, 604.
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the chapter, especially since the exclusion of 12500( is
followed by the exhortation to train . . .(TEOUTOY rie0S
r„

EUapEt4x4 But this latter phrase is, in turn, the occasion
•
In
for an antithetical parallel between eugEpEld and CROpoalliq
ljul.A.YtMnd("bodily exercise" or perhaps, in consideration of
the context, better: "spiritual asceticism"). Thus, both
ethical libertenism and a kind of ascetic rigorism characterize the functional implications of this teaching.
The adjective equOSEScan be variously interpreted. The
designation of "old women" or "fit for old women" probably
underscores futility, emptiness, or the lack of any worth-.
while result. It may then be equivalent to that material
that appeals to the praKcieCci, of 1 Tim. 3:6. on the other
hand, this may refer only to the typical activity of older
women who are known for their garrulity.8 Even in this
sense, the context would seem to indicate a rather negative
(;),SES.
rendering of aea'
Titus 1:14

. . ./Art Tie06Ex0VTSS )1ouS0634.0iS plACAS Kal EVTOACS
6&e&uoy cmo6-resceopavuoTknYCti\ti&ii4Y Here the /U:6000 are
given a rather crucial identification: they are Jewish.
This corresponds with the concern exhibited immediately
8Stahlin, p. 786.
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following the listing of qualifications required of an
)

I

En16Konos in vss. 7-9. The last characteristic of such a

one (vs. 9b) is that he must be able to exhort by means of
•-•

C

the 'Trj $tSd,QVtclAtat Tri UitictLYOUTra and also to refute 70L)S
OvTtA4oNiTaS.

It is against these that the warning in vss. 10-16 is
directed as the

tae

(vs. 10) indicates. In addition to the

insubordinate ones, empty talkers 9.4tati.l0A060(),9 and those
who deceive, those especially singled out are OL EK TT'S

TtEeccopis.

Grammatically the phrase can be construed only

one way. It simply means "the circumcision (party)," since
here EK with the genetive is used substantively.10 Parallel
C

instances are found in Rom. 9:6 (01

1\

.1fieol:), "the Isra-

elites") and Acts 6:9 (OLEKTqs60/416cons , "members of the
synagogue").11
The'iotk)oktecolSAu0)0(S are connected to the SY•roXextS
A t
aVUeWI1WY by Kali (Titus 1:14) and are further qualified as
leading away from the truth (again, a motif noted before).
But the following affirmation that Ttoverct KctUdeoh 'MS KcaDtleOls
/
9Infra,
p. 27. The itaTcuoA0liot. is a hapax legomenon in
the New Testament, but the similarity of term and context to
the use of its cognate in 1 Tim. 1:6 warrants no further comment at this point.
10BAG, p. 234.
11The grammatical argument is significant as a basis for
evaluation of Sandmel's presuppositions. Infra, Chapter VI.
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(vs. 14b) seems to substantiate Jewish identity of the 6YTOAOIS
) n I
aYURUAILOY,

since their implied "clean-unclean" distinctions
probably indicate a concern for ceremonial purity.12 It is

to offset this distinction that the writer uses Kavaeos in
the substantive. However, in concluding the exhortation
(vss. 14-16) those for whom nothing is pure are called
c
lAty.tokiithkEY0iS (v. 15). Their mind (0 VOUS) and their conscience (i 0WEiSY10-(S) are designated as ethically impure
since their confessions and their works contradict one
another. Here again, as in the context of both 2 Tim 4:4
and 1 Tim. 4:7, the AAUWOL are connected with those whose
lives are labelled as ethically impure.13

12BAG, p. 388.
138AG, p. 522. The,mention of conscience for the second
time in the context of liAuGoLmay be expanded by a parallel in
1 Tim. 1:19. pere AHymenaeus and Alexander are mentioned among
those who have orlicultap.EvoL("spurned") conscience and have
made shipwreck of the faith. Their error is referred to as
/3A06(evEkv (1:20), and the same motif AWOrlilad.) is connected
toSrpiTeIS and NoMudArdS in 1 Tim. 6:4. In this latter
verse those who engage in .11ese;,"disputW,and "word battles"
are said to believe 710e(G)LLOY SmaA 71)Y Su66(34(0". And this
might even be seen to come full circle when in 2 Tim. 2:17-18
a certain Hymenaeus and Philetus are mentioned (in context
again wittOoppAxElY E2:141)as having claimed that the
civt•ardSti/ 1160q afiaoytvac. Perhaps the foolish disputes and
word battles are here also connected not only to a kind of
libertinism (the denial of conscience) but also to the denial
of a bodily resurrection. The dualism noted earlier, therefore, in the context of /4000c (cf. 1 Tim. 4:7) seems, at least
by way of implication to be underscored again at this point.
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1 Timothy 1:4 and Titus 3:9
•

•

. frtriSt

%

7

neOde-XetY p.G&O LS Kat EYEGtAo6( a q11€eayTOCS

onn yEs EiCm-rriciLIS 1ToteEXOUGIV AAckXX0Y r.‘?

0:KOV01,11/4.Y &EO-L; TQV

iY TT(CTEl (1 Tim. 1:4). In Titus the similar warning is given:
Nal

itALWe oks

S‘e
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Ko(L
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/

V

v

Knit ikAr S

YO.A.t.t ttdS

lAcactiOl.

The wider context of the admonition in 1 Tim. 1:4 begins
immediately after the apostolic greeting and extends through
the discussion concerning the law in vss, 8-11. This has been
noted both by paragraph indentations in the Nestle-Aland text
and by the older Greek paragraph divisions.
Those who are to be commanded to desist from E.TE.e0 St ScA6 vca X EZv

must have been associated with the Christian

community, unless the itaecigEiNgS (vs. 3) is merely a homiletical device designed not to indicate an internal problem
in the Ephesian congregation but to point out an external
polemic going on at a later date. But since no textual
evidence suggests deletion or emmendation of PcXeocniEtAps,
the word is here neither excised or reinterpreted in view of
the suggested arguments of authorship, dating, or addresses.
Those who are the source of the problem are alluded to
7
14
again in vss. 6-7 as having turned from the exercise of cXparrt

14The intricate grammatical construction of vss. 3-7 is
bypassed in favor of a consideration (in this context) of the
chief traits of the aberration itself. Thus this discussion
is limited to the ad quem rather than the a quo. Of this section Blass, Debrunner, and Funk note: "The construction . . .
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to pd,Tott °An rdY ("empty prattle"),15 wishing rather to be
Yo)..1 0S(Sci6K0A0 1/416 If this is how those who were engaged in
Sreeo tS Sci•Sicivti‘EAY are to be characterized (and in view of the
succeding discussion of the YoAtos in vs. 8ff. there would
seem to be support for this argument), then the larger context lends a decidedly Judaic cast to the entire passage and
perhaps to the substance of the "endless" )tUQO( and jEvEckAoacd.0
as well. Furthermore, the relative clause (CrinvES ;,(317rrialS
Trdeiioue1V) provides what may be a rather significant indication of the nature of thefrtuMandp.YE.0.1.06tctc. The clause

c.
is important from the standpoint of grammar alone, the cxmyES
making clear that the entire clause modifies the iL&OL and
p.YEcaoirla(. The EKStrri76E15, which putoo( and dEytdAVat are
said to promote, gives a unique aspect to this verse.17 The
is reduced to utter chaos by interminable insertions and
appended clauses." F. Blass and A. Debrunner, A Greek Grammar
of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature
(translated and revised by R. Funk, Chicago: The University
of Chicago Press, 1961), p. 245.
15
Bauernfeind, "pc4T010XoacoC ," TWNT, IV, 524.
16Rengstorf,
"&S(L61(421k0S, H TWNT, II, 159. Rengstorf
points out that yoluoStS46Kakot is essentially a construct
coined by the Christian community and used " . . . to mark
off Jewish from Christian teachers at the decisive point,
namely, the absolutizing of the
17iitrirrio-etS is chosen over the variant,ArlkfiAs because the former is a hapax legomenon and, therefore, the more
difficult reading. 5,7moretS would be the reading likely to
be a scribal change in view of the Titus 3:9 parallel and
other occurrences of the term in the Pastorals themselves.
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verb EK5rlit'uOis more frequently found than rrrIu)as the
Septuagint rendering of the Hebrew U]Yl("seek
out"). Thus,
T
although the verb is not unusual in the Septuagint and is
even found in the secular papyri from the first century B. C.
in the sense of "investigate carefully,"18 no mention has
been made of another occurrence of the noun, SK'zrrrriGts, in
any of the literature related to the 1 Tim. 1:4 passage.19
The noun occurs in Origen's Hexapla as a variant translation
20 The phrase that is given as
of qi -rinin 2 Chron. 13:22.
WI-1
• °
. X''alin
• T •-•
EK5/Trriat

in the Masoretic Text is rendered iNf

IASSWIC

Septuagint.21

T6; Te0ORMin several recensions of the

This passage may allow us to establish a more

precise connotation for 81(CrFq0-EtS than that reflected by the

18James Moulton and George Milligan, The Vocabulary of
the Greek Testament& Illustrated from the Papyri and Other
Non-Literary Sources (London: Oxford University Press, 1949),
p. 194.
19Supra, p. 3. Schlatter does relate 1 Tim. 1:4 to the
Titus 3:9 passage on the basis of the fact that both reflect
the Hebrew verb, Tithl. However, Schlatter does not note that
EKS4Triats is used elsewhere for the participial form of eri.
A. Schlatter, Die Kirche der Griechen im Urteil des Paula,
-- eine Auslegung seiner Briefe an Timotheus and Titus (Stuttgart: Calwer Vereinsbuchhandlung, 1936), p. 37.
20F. Field, Origenes Hexaplorum (Oxford: n.p., 1875), I,
740.

21Alfred Rahlfs, "History of the Septuagint Text,"
Septuaginta, Id est Vetus Testamentum graeca iuxta LXX interpretes, edited by A. Rahlfs (Seventh edition; Stuttgart: Priv,
Wurttembergischen Bibelanstalt, 1962), I, xxix. The reason
for Origen's notation of the variant was probably the question of the prophet's name. *A461.,f)is usually read.
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phrase "out-of-the-way researches, "22 and we may thereby
come a step closer to the probable identification of the

pau and ve_YE.009(viL•
Could the writer have had a rather specific phenomenon
in mind when he referred topaOL and o- EyEdk i1/4 06-wthat lead
to ii<virrifE14 i.e. Midrashic exposition? While the evidence
is too meager at the present time to allow a confident affirmative, several factors suggest the hypothesis.
First, the participle,Q0174I occurs only twice in Biblical Hebrew (although it is quite common in later Hebrew). 23
Both Old Testament occurrences are translated in the Septuagint recension of Rahlfs with the Greek equivalent for "book"

(APict) in 2 Chron. 13:22, irea(privin 2 Chron. 24:27). In the
latter verse, the reference is to the "Midrash of the Book of
the Kings." This same collection is mentioned four additional
times in Second Chronicles and is designated as the 'V of the
••• •

Kings. Eissfeldt concludes that "Midrash" is the accurate
24
designation of this work.
Thus, even the earliest translators of the Septuagint perhaps understoodui-n9as a special

22
W. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles (Edinburgh: T. & T.
Clark, 1924), p. 9.
2 3William Gesenius, A Hebrew and English Lexicon of the
Old Testament (edited by F. Brown, et al; Oxford: The Clarendon
Press, 1962), p. 205.
24Otto Eissfeldt, The Old Testament, an Introduction
(translated by Peter Ackroyd; New York: Harper and Row, 1965),
pp. 532-533.
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activity or product of a scribe or prophet. The verb, &III,
also occurs in Sirach 39:1, 3 in connection with the activity
of a Rabbi. Finally,Uhlrlin post-Biblical Hebrew corresponds
to the rise of a formal compilation of a portion of Midrashic
tradition in the Mishnah. Although not arising as an independent phenomenon until much later than the first and second
centuries A. D., Midrashic exegesis was already part of
traditional Rabbinic exposition of the Torah.25 This develop/
ment, plus the unique use of EKSQTricri,s
for US-rin in material
-: •
that concerns Jewish literature outside the Pastorals, and
the distinctly Jewish coloring already noted in the context
of 1 Tim. 1:4 support this tentative conclusion.26
The rifEci..X06(dt of Titus 3:9 reflect perhaps the same or
similar phenomena, for here too they have a Jewish overtone
25
R. Herford, Christianity in Talmud and Midrash (Clifton:
Reference Book Publishers, 1966), pp. 24-25.
26
Lampe records three additional occurrences of the noun
in the Patristic material. Basilius (fourth century) uses
it in his homily on Psalm 33 as an "inquiry" concerning the
final judgment. Didymus (also in the fourth century) uses
is in the same sense when treating Ps, 9:4, and Athangelus (in
the fifth century) uses it once in the sense of "search." A
Patristic Greek Lexicon, edited by G. W. Lampe (Oxford: The
Clarendon Press, 1961), p. 427. These occurrences might seem
to weaken the position taken in the foregoing discussion.
However, the fact that they occur several centuries removed
from the evidence already employed diminishes their influence
on the argument.
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()ars volu.ActS), and are designated as "foolish researches."
The allusion to "dissention" (EeiY) may, therefore, also be
interpreted from a Judaic perspective as debates on issues
which (according to the writer) merely detract from the performance of good works (vs. 8). Thus, the often-emphasized
"faith as practice" returns in this context, but its sharp
antithesis (ethical impurity) is absent. Substituted instead
are the peripheral, distracting, and foolish speculations
that centered in genealogical questions quite alien to the
spirit of the Gospel.
Summary of the Internal Evidence
For all the negative qualification that surround the
LUO0401 and paxa0V:41, none enable a positive identification

I

to be made on the basis of the internal evidence alone. The
characteristics implied in the Epistles cover a seemingly
variegated pattern of influences, a summary of which can only
include these factors: (1) The 1300( and 6EyEAXOpfdii were
Judaic in orientation and perhaps bore a distinct similarity
to Midrashic exposition. (2) They were part of the alien
content of a message proclaimed or utilized by a faction
within the community itself. (3) They may have been characteristic of speculations employed by those who tended
toward a dualistic approach to reality, who showed either
ascetic or libertine traits. (4) They were perhaps linked
to the claims of a special

possessed by a few in

opposition to the received (i.e. Apostolic) teaching.

CHAPTER IV
PREVAILING TRENDS OF INTERPRETATION
Gnostic Myths
The earliest application of the polemic of the Pastorals
was made by Irenaeus in his Contra Haereses I. Of the extant
Greek portions of that work (here according to the recension
of his pupil, Epiphanius), the opening paragraph begins:Int.l
t opUS tetuSETS
TrEt6dp util
TrlY ocArrtiElo.Y ndeallE)WITO,M4YOL TIMES,
Kai r £ mix X of (14x S iukra LS, atTIVES
Ka t:10S 0

An&IT° X Ps fpnctv,

IA-AMOY Meek° f L 2
OLOZ -r;pf Lr -rrtf6TEl.1

Sr77-1;

oiKoS0).,iny

El S

Irenaeus continues with an expansion of the Valentian Gnostic
systems, describing their schema of descending aeons (which
he perhaps has in mind when he uses the term,riEctA0a-tat().2
His presentation of the doctrines of the Ophites in the
thirtieth chapter also relates genealogical speculation to
the original descendancy of the race. Such speculation had
come to function (within that sect) in a description of the
light-darkness dualism and the origin of wickedness to which
3
men are bound.

1lrenaeus, Contra Haereses I, i, cited according to
Patrologiae: Patrum Graecorum, edited by J. P. Migne (Paris:
n.p., 1857), VIII, 437. Hereafter Migne's edition may be
referred to as MPG.
2MPG, VIII, 435-436. The material cited is a schematic

illustration of the Valentinian system prepared by the editor
of Patrologiae.
3

Irenaeus, Contra Haereses I, xxx, 9.
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Tertullian uses the phrase

%
o)&0 ( s Kdt dEYEAA06.1
/6k(S

clITEeONTOLS (of 1 Tim. 1:4), translating it as fabulae et
genealogiae interminables, and Tertullian indicates that
this censure of "endless myths and genealogies" is meant to
be a rebuttal of "Greek philosophy."4 What was implied by
this more general designation is made clear by the fact that
Tertullian's De Praescriptionibus was directed against
Montanism. Nevertheless, his conclusions also entail a
sweeping rejection of what he saw as a heretical use of Greek
thought within the church: "Quid ergo Athenis et Hierosolymis?
quid Academiae et ecclesiae? quid haereticis et Christianis?"5
Neither of these applications can be properly called an
interpretation of the ILCOOOt and i£XixacTock.

They were not

attempts to answer the question, "What did these terms reflect
in the Pastorals?" Both Irenaeus and Tertullian are simply
applying what they believed to be an Apostolic injunction to
the more developed heretical tendencies of their own day.
Their applications, however, have provided the point of departure for some of the later interpretations of the ita)&0L
andisEYEcaouckl in the Pastorals.
St&hlin lists the following nineteenth century attempts
to identify the pablof the Pastorals with precise Gnostic
4
Tertullian, De Praescriptionibus Adversus Haereticos
vii, 33.
5Praesc. vii, 17.
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heresies: A. Neander chose Cerinthus; J. Lightfoot cited
the Naassenes; O. Pfleiderer chose the Valentinian Gnostics
or an early form of Syrian Gnosticism. Correlated somewhat
with these suggestions was the position taken by W. Mangold
in 1856 and A. Klbpper in 1902 that the 6EYEAX0Volt (as in
Irenaeus' polemic) implied a reference to the series of
personified aeons in Gnosticism.6
Of more recent interpreters, Easton comes nearest to
maintaining their position; however, he makes clear that what
he means is a Gnosticism in " . . . its protean forms."7
Easton maintains that this cannot be labelled a "system, U
but that such Gnosticism was nonetheless a coherent and
powerful heresy which had as an underlying principle a
dualism that pronounced creation to be an evil thing.8
Jewish Fables
Patristic citations provide examples of the second
manner in which the idoOoL and lityEAA06tat. of the Pastorals
have been understood. Ambrosiaster refers the xerEckhorat
to the Jewish speculations that were fostered by their pride

6

G. Stahlin, "(Dos," Theological Dictionary of the New
Testament, edited by G. W. Bromily (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1964), IV, 783.
7

B. S. Easton, The Pastoral Epistles (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1947), p. 4.
8lbid., pp. 3, 5.
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of ancestry and their interest in tracing this ancestry back
to the Patriarchs.9 Sthlin indicates that Ambrosiaster's
identification of these terms with the Haggadah was similar
to the application made by Theodore of Mopsuestia, Augustine
(who applied the terms to the SEuT4uanS, the Mishnah), and
Jerome.10
Although most commentators who identify thep.3001 and
p.YEcOsopfal. as "Jewish" couch this designation in rather
guarded and qualified phraseology (and would, therefore, fall
closer to those who see here a "Gnosticizing Judaism"),
several of these positions can be cited as choosing phenomena
strictly Jewish in nature. In 1894 F. Hort suggested that a
speculative Judaism that dealt in barren and misleading trivialities11 stood behind these words. Hort had an aversion to
the suggestion that the it,a0( and p.yE.01.X0pCik might reflect
Gnostic influences, as his words make clear: ". . . a total
want of evidence for anything pointing to even rudimentary
Ghosticism or Essenism."12 Philo's designation of the early
portions of the Pentateuch (as genealogical) is, for Hort, a
fortiori evidence that at least the zlef...NrEcO1/4 4(darefer to
9w. Lock, The Pastoral Epistles (Edinburgh: T. &T.
Clark, 1924), p. 157.
10Stahlin,
.
p. 783.
11F. J. Hort, Judaistic Christianity (London: MacMillan
& Co., 1904), p. 135.
12Ibid., p. 135.
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legendary accretions that had become part of the Patristic
narratives. He points to the Book of Jubilees as an example
of this fanciful expansion. 13

He concludes his argument with

several assertions that are crucial to his position that the
iliaotandifEYWNial reflect phenomena within the narrow limits

^

of Judaism. For Hort, the rywdsiS "falsely so-called" in
1 Tim. 6:20 is a polemic against the Jewish TIrppschool, the
Scribes, and especially against the material being gathered
in the formulation of the Talmud. 14

Secondly, Hort applies

any dualistic traits that are combatted with the contexts
that contain mention of the fra)00t and pArEckX06chl to future
(though unnamed) heresies. The largest concession he makes
is that the asceticism also prevalent in these contexts
reflects the attitude of diaspora Judaism that had come
15
under "foreign influences."
17 both writing at the close of
Knoke16 and Ellicott,
the last century, chose to identify the AL&Oland o-EYEAXolitcti

13

Ibid., p. 136.

14Ibid., p. 143.
15Ibid., p. 146.
16K. Knoke, Praktisch-theologisches Kommentar zu den
Pastoralbriefen des Apostels Paulus (Gottingen: Vandenhoeck
and Ruprecht, 1887), p. 45.
17C. Ellicott, The Pastoral Epistles of St. Paul (Fifth
edition; London: Longmans, Green, and Company, 1883), p. 5.
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with Rabbinic literature. Ellicott holds that either its
historical or didactic material could be implied and adds
"
A f
that the EleroAd.1.5 cPav econtoY of Titus 1:14 underscore the
Jewish ("ceremonial") commands that stood behind the
fn
18
AktYvOtS. Knoke is willing to advocate even more precise
referents for the terms, specifically the bi-partite nature
of the material in the Mishnah itself: "Haggadische und
halachische Schriftauslegung bedeuten also itta0t. 14.c4.1
if.YE.oA066;1t Cif reeaVrOt, wie sie die 671e0S(54.6.Kc0.0( betreiben."19
Of the recent commentators Simpson suggests no additional
qualification to the position adopted earlier by Hort, Knoke,
and Ellicott.20 After a rather cursory treatment of the
earlier suggestions that the p.OWOL and 6EYEakr\oirtat.t and other
traits of the Epistles reflect a Gnostic problem, Simpson
concludes instead that the heresy merely implies ". . . a semiRabbinical school."21 Guthrie has chosen the same position.22
18Ibid., pp. 5, 190.
19Knoke, p. 45. Earlier, in his study of the 1 Tim. 1:14,
he comments: "Dann sind weder 'gnostische Mythologieen' zu
verstehen, noch 'apokryphische Erz&hlungen Uber das Leben Jesu,
noch 'falsche Vorstellungen Aber die.Natur der Gottheit,' sondern es sind jene phantastischen Erzahlungen, welche die judische Theologen neben und ilber den gesicherten Berichten der
heiligen Schrift hinaus zu deren Erklarung mit grosserem oder
geringeren Geschick frei erfanden oder aus dem bereits vorhandenen Schatze schriftgelehrter Tradition entnahmen und
weiter ausffihrten," p. 43.
20E. Simpson, The Pastoral Epistles (London: The Tyndale
Press, 1954), p. 12.
2lIbid., p. 12.
22D. Guthrie, The Pastoral Epistles (Grand Rapids: Wm. B.
Eerdmans Publishing Co., 1957), p. 33.
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Gnosticizing Judaism
Three years after the essay by Hort, M. J. Cramer supported the views that Hort had put forth, but only with
several modifications. He made a distinction between second
century Gnosticism (which the Pastorals, he claimed, did not
reflect) and a type of Essene Judaism that bore similarities
to the problem to which the writer of the Epistles addresses
himself. The Epistle to Titus with its more direct references to Judaic schisms strengthened his position, he claimed.
Cramer concluded, therefore, that this evidence reflected the
fact that already in the second century there existed one
stream of Judaism that was fast becoming wedded to the oriental mysteries, a Gnosticizing Judaism that was not an offshoot of Christianity, (as Lightfoot had also maintained) but
existed independent of Christianity.23
This position with modifications and varying degrees of
particularization (concerning the precise parallels suggested
for theilio&OC andirexEckNo6troa ) is representative of the
majority of the recent views. They are characterized by seeing in the .00&0c and ye.ve.d..Xotolac a greater affinity to Judaism
than to Gnosticism (narrowly defined). But the Judaism that
is meant is one that shared with the Hellenistic thought of
23M. J. Cramer, "Peculiarities of the Pastoral Epistles,"
Journal of Biblical Literature,
(December, 1887), 23-25.
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that day certain dualistic tendencies. Thus, Gerhard Kittel
(to whom many of the commentators are indebted) characterized
the situation as follows: "Wir haben nicht ein judaisierende
Gnosis, sondern im besten Fall einen gnostisierenden Judaismus
vor uns."24 Kittel suggests three possible Judaic phenomena
which might have posed such "genealogical speculations" while
at the same time reflecting the dualism against which the
larger polemic of the Pastorals is structured. Like Hort,
he mentions the books of Chronicles and Jubilees. But to
these he adds specific passages from the Talmud that he
claims reveal not only genealogical speculation but indicate
also that an anti-Christian polemic was the purpose for such
speculation.25
Spicq,26 Jeremias,27 and Conzelmann (in his revision of
28 submit what are basically
Dibelius' earlier commentary)
reworkings of Kittel's conclusions. Conzelmann, in fact,
makes his dependence on and his agreement with Kittel
24G. Kittel, "Die yEYCIA.X0WAl der Pastoralbriefe," ZNW,
10 (1921), 50.
25Ibid., pp. 51-65. Kittel's use of the evidence and
the Talmudic citations that he submits are evaluated in the
following chapter, infra, pp.
26C. Spicq, Les gpiltres Pastorales (Paris: Gabalda,
1947), pp. lviii-lxii.
27J. Jeremias, Die Briefe an Timotheus und Titus
(Glittingen: Vandenhoeck und Ruprecht, 1947), p. 9.
28M. Dibelius, Die Pastoralbriefe (4th edition revised
by Hans Conzelmann; Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1966), pp. 14-15.
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explicit.29

Of these three men, Jeremias is probably the

most cautious in his giving the 1I0001Land TEYEtanCAL the
30 In this respect
specific label: Gnosticizing Judaism.
Jeremias is typical of the remaining number of commentators
consulted.31 These, while allowing the term "Gnosticizing
Judaism," prefer to state the evidence in such a manner that
will also allow both Gnosticism and Judaism to be viewed as
separate entities rather than as a single, syncretistic
heresy.

29Ibid., p. 14.
30Jeremias, p. 9.
31Cf. Lock, p. xvii7 C. K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1963), p. 13; J. N. D. Kelly, The
Pastoral Epistles (London: Adam and Charles Black, 1963),
p. 11.

CHAPTER V

TOWARD AN UNDERSTANDING

OF THE PROBLEMS

RAISED

Gnosticism--The Semantic Problem
The difficulty of adequately identifying any phenomenon
by what is said against it rather than what is said about it
is nearly insurmountable. This fact is underscored by both
of the foregoing chapters. Even if particular phenomena are
described in great detail by a polemicist, a gulf may still
separate description from fact. The description of Gnosticism
in the church fathers demonstrates this when compared with
the recent Nag Hammadi discoveries.1 When the phenomenon in
question is general rather than specific and is attacked by
the writer but never defined, then uncertainty looms even
larger.
In the case of the 1,4700ot and ijErtcx-Xozrtfal in the Pastorals,
both situations apply: they seem to be rather general, and
they are not defined. In the face of this uncertainty (or
perhaps because of it) the term "Gnostic" has been used by
commentators as a label for certain aspects of the heresy as
well as the ALOotand iivackAoa/mk themselves. Imprecision is
not thereby overcome, it is rather increased. For as

1

J. Doresse, The Secret Books of the Egyptian Gnostics
(New York: The Viking Press, 1960), p. 4ff.
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Laeuchli points out, "Gnosticism" is one of those chameleonlike terms that is so often a favorite of historical scholarship.2 It can mean what the writer chooses it to mean. Its
historical bounds can be expanded or contracted. "Gnosticism"
is used to describe various religious beliefs on a spectrum
ranging from a complete system of personified aeons and a
fully-developed theory of heavenly xYW6IS to the designation
of pre-Christian dualistic tendencies in apocalyptic Judaism.
Since "Gnosticism" has been used by the commentators in relation to the verses of the Pastorals under consideration, it
merits attention as a semantic designation.
However, to embark on a full-scale study of Gnosticism
as a phenomenon in the first and second centuries is at this
point neither possible nor necessary. Full discussions are
given by R. Grant,3 R. Wilson,4 and most recently by G. van
Groningen.5
2S. Laeuchli, The Language of Faith (New York: Abingdon
Press, 1962), pp. 16-17.
3
R. Grant, Gnosticism and Early Christianity (new York:
The Columbia University Press, 1959), pp. 6-7, 151-181.
4
R. Wilson, The Gnostic Problem (London: A. R. Mowbray,
1958), pp. 256-265.
5G. van Groningen, First Century Gnosticism, Its Origin
and Motifs (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1967). This study came to
the attention of the writer of this paper too late to be
used.
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As van Unnik points out, Gnosticism (even if narrowly
defined as a Christian heresy) was not a closed system of
rigidly defined dogmas.6 The term "syncretism" would probably
be less confusing, since it circumvents the problem that the
term "Gnosticism" implies--namely, that the phenomenon so
designated is usually a heretical departure from Christianity.
The use of the term "syncretism" carries the same implications
as the wider definition of "Gnosticism" given by Hans Jonas
(who sees pre-Christian Judaism, Hellenistic paganism, and
even the Mandaean doctrines as contributing and essential
factors of "Gnosticism").7 Jonas, therefore, regards Gnosticism as a catch phrase for a manifold number of sectarian
doctrines that surrounded Christianity in the first two
centuries.8
If the term "Gnosticism" (meaning the heretical positions so designated by the Christian apologists) is to be
used at all, albeit in this narrower sense, a problem remains.
Even this designation is too wide to convey a clear sense.9

6

W. van Unnik, Newly Discovered Gnostic Writings (London:
SCM Press, 1960), p. 35.
7

H. Jonas, The Gnostic Religion (Boston: Beacon Hill,
1958), pp. 32-33.
8lbid., p. 32.
9S. Laeuchli, The Language of Faith (New York: Abingdon
Press, 1962), p. 17. His analysis includes a brief summary
of the present semantic confusion.
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However, if in answer to this problem the spectrum is
further narrowed by the distinctions "Gnosticism" and
"incipient Gnosticism," one is still left with the problem
of deciding which aspects and motifs, origins and influences
are to be placed in either category. Nothing seems to solve
the semantic dilemna save the recognition that it is not of
central importance at all. The issue is really the recognition of the fusion of influences (pagan mysteries, Greek
philosophy, apocalyptic and Hellenistic Judaism, and Christianity) and the variety of manifestations (dualistic themes,
redemption through the heavenly WYLutriS, and the disparagement
of the material) that is here being underscored.
This complexity could be multiplied and demonstrated.
It is sufficient to repeat that the term "Gnosticism" is only
considered because it has been brought into the discussion.1°
For this writer the term "syncretism" is preferred as the
widest designation; "Gnosticism" is reserved as a designation
of the specifically Christian heresy. Uses of the terminology
that do not conform to this distinction are dictated by the
position adopted by the various commentators.

10Cf. R. Bultmann, Theology of the New Testament (New
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1951), I, 168-171. F. Burkitt,
Church and Gnosis (Cambridge: The University Press, 1932),
p. 4. For a discussion of the Bultmann school in the light
of the recent discoveries and contemporary criticism, as well
as a thorough-going summary of the present position of scholarship regarding the use of the Gnostic terminology, see:
T. Eisold, "Contemporary Views of Gnosticism," (Unpublished
Master's Thesis, Concordia Seminary, St. Louis, 1967), passim.
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Gnosticizing Judaism--A Viable Concept?
A second concept employed in the discussion is "Gnosticizing Judaism."11 Perhaps what is meant by "Gnosticizing
Judaism" (by the majority of those who use the concept) is
that phase of Judaism which was affected to some degree by
Hellenistic philosophy, the oriental mysteries, and Christianity. The existence of the first of these influences
hardly needs demonstrating. There had been an influx of
Hellenistic thought into Judaism since Antiochus Epiphanes.12
Hellenistic thought had influenced Philo especially, as has
already been noted.
Scholars generally accept the idea of Hellenistic Judaism
as a distinctive variation of religious expression in Judaism.
Some scholars, however, reject the concept of a "Gnosticizing
Judaism" (and perhaps rightly so, if "Gnosticizing" is, by
definition, limited to a Christian heretical tendency).
Schoeps, for example, maintains that there was no such thing
as Jewish Gnosticism, saying, "Gnosis ist nie etwas anderes
als pagane Gnosis."13 Sandmel holds that any Judaism
11Supra, p. 38.
12v. Tcherikover, Hellenistic Civilization and the Jews
(Philadelphia: The Jewish Publication Society of America,
1959), p. 118.
13H. Schoeps, Urgemeinde-Judenchristentum-Gnosis
(Tubingen: J. C. B. Mohr, 1956), p. 39.
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influenced by "speculative" tendencies constituted a
departure from orthodox (i.e. Rabbinic) Judaism, and became
apostate Judaism; therefore, it can not properly be designated
Jewish.14
Sandmel's position indicates that the discussion in this
area is moving toward a semantic debate. Perhaps the term
"syncretistic Judaism" would be more adequate andbegthe
question less.
This more general designation indicates that a discussion
of the origins of Gnosticism (even narrowly defined) must include Judaism in its consideration. R. Grant, in fact, maintains that Gnosticism is largely dependent on Jewish apocalyptic as it was modified after the fall of Jerusalem in
A. D. 70.15 Van Groningen sees Philo (as a focus of both
Hellenistic thought and Judaic theology) together with Jewish
apocalyptic as contributing factors to first century Gnosticism.16 Kretschmar has even maintained, " . . . dass
praktisch alle bisher bekannten Formen der Gnosis letzten
Endes auf das Judentum, meist ein synkretistisches Judentum
zuAckweisen. . . . Das gilt fur die 8stliche wie fir die
14S. Sandmel, "Myths, Genealogies, and Jewish Myths and
the Writing of Gospels," Hebrew Union College Annual, 2.7
(1956), 205.
15Grant, Gnosticism and Early Christianity, pp. 25-40.
16van Groningen, p. 43.
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westliche Gnosis."17 Kretschmar quotes F. C. Bauer's work,
Die Christliche Gnosis oder die christliche ReligionsPhilosophie in ihren geschichtlichen Entwicklung, for parallel
support for his argument. Bauer had maintained
Die ersten Elemente der Gnosis konnten . . . nur
da sich bilden, wo die judische Religion mit der
heidnischen Religion and Philosop0 in gegen
seitige Beruhrung gekommen waren.i°
Nor was Judaism a monolithic "orthodox" structure. The
"three sects," as Josephus called the Pharisees, Sa„Flucees,
and Essenes, operated with varying approaches to the Torah
and interpreted their response to its demands in differing
ways. Driver indicates, for instance, that the theology of
the Qumran sect was H. . . informed by a clearly marked predestinationism and dualism, ultimately of Iranian origin . . ."
and that the community's asceticism (although unnatural to
mainstream Judaism) may have been influenced by Epicurean
thought as well.19 Evidence from the writings of the sect
itself would seem to support the former contention at least.
Thus, the dualistic themes of light versus dark, the rule of
the Prince of Light in opposition to the Angel of Darkness,
17G. Kretschmar, "Zur religiosgeschichtlichen Einordnung
der Gnosis," Evangelische Theologie, 131- (1953), 360.
18As cited in Kretschmar, p. 361.
19G. Driver, The Judaean Scrolls-=The Problem and a
Solution (Oxford: Blackwell, 1965), pp. 110-124.
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and especially the idea of the "two spirits" in man (also
employed by Philo) may be seen as evidence of such syncretism.20 The material from Qumran, furthermore, allows this
syncretistic process to be dated (within at least one stream
of Judaism) prior to the rise of any phenomena requiring the
narrower designation, "Gnostic." Driver concludes, and
probably correctly, that Judaism was simply sharing in the
common religious temperament of its day.21
The issue, then (if one dare treat the semantic problem
and the question of spheres of influence in such a superficial manner) is simply whether or not any meaningful referent can stand behind the expression "Gnosticizing (or as this
writer prefers, syncretistic) Judaism." In view of the role
that Judaism played in the thought world of the first centuries B. C. and A. D., the answer would seem to be affirmative. Although the term syncretistic Judaism might be wide
enough to encompass the heretical tendencies combatted in
the Pastorals, it does not give a precise identification of
the);aw, and tfLYLd.Xoei( in these writings.

20 "IQS1U-iv," translated by G. Vermes, The Dead Sea
Scrolls in English (Baltimore: Penguin Books, 1965), pp. 75-77.
21Driver, p. 562.
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Evaluation of the Referents Suggested
for the /4100oL and estEcOoriat
The evaluations that follow highlight only the major
strengths and weaknesses of some of the suggestions made by
those who have attempted to identify the itAZOoL and rEYEAAotto.t
in the Pastorals. The criteria employed are two-fold: Does
the suggested referent allow the internal evidence of the
epistles (as detailed in Chapter II) to be seen without distortion? Has the suggested referent itself been correctly
interpreted?22
Nineteenth century scholarship identified the AZAx and
litnaXqiikl of the Pastoral Epistles with specific Gnostic
speculations. Can such a theory stand up under historical
investigation? Several factors seem to question such a position. The problem of dating is one such factor. Irenaeus'
elaborate accounts of the tenets of the Gnostic sect postdate even the latest estimates of the dating of the Pastorals.
Secondly, material cited by Irenaeus as part of the Valentinian
22This last criterion demands a thorough knowledge of the
documents treated. Because of the limitations of this study,
only three referents are, therefore, explored. To the suggestions of Valentinian Gnosticism, the Book of Jubilees, and
the 'Rabbinic citations suggested by Kittel should probably be
added a thorough study of the Hermetic Corpus as well as the
apocryphal and pseudepigraphic material of the New Testament
era. The deletion of this literature (and the possible perspective that it could add to this phase of the study) causes
the following section to be highly tentative, if not almost
totally speculative.
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Gnostic myth should probably be used with caution since, as
Groebel points out, we now know that Irenaeus was actually
three steps removed from Valentinus himself.23
On the other hand, if the Gospel of Truth is by Valentinus' own hand, then we can (since the 1946 discovery of
the Coptic manuscript) at least move closer to the writings
of the Pastorals by a few years.24 The Gospel of Truth then
embodies the kind of speculative doctrines reflected in the
words tam and Wi.O.X066.(. The Gospel of Truth contains
mention of the Aeons as personified celestial beings (23:157
27:5),25 perhaps even contains mention of hermaphroditic
Aeons as generative forces (although the reading at 24:5 is
disputed),26 and also refers to personal "beings" as coming
23K. Groebel, The Gospel of Truth (New York: Abingdon,
1960), p. 14.
24Ibid., p. 26. Groebel and van Unnik both hold that
the Gospel of Truth was written by Valentinus.
25Ibid., pp. 84, 108.
26Ibid., p. 90. The text (from 24:3) reads: "Yet he
supports the Totality (of creatures), he chooses them, he
takes on, moreover, the face form of the Totality, purifying
them, causing them to return within the Father, within the
Mother." Groebel questions the last word of the passage in
his commentary since there is no further mention of the Mother
in the meditation. Cf., however, Laeuchli, pp. 33-34, who
comments on this same verse by saying that we have a constant
infiltration of the mother principle into the meaning of
God's fatherhood. It is evidence, he claims, for the fact
that the Father concept is no longer understood theologically
but biologically.
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forth from the father like children (27:11-12).27

These

passages reflect theologoumena which might have been designated irto.).001ki.
However, a similar idea of "generation" is not basis
enough to establish Valentinus' Gospel of Truth as the background for the A4Ootand

if..vE.Gantfat. of the Pastorals. No
where in the Gospel of Truth is the motif of generation pro-

longed to any sort of genealogical speculation. Moreover,
although the Coptic Gospel is several years closer to the
Pastorals than Irenaeus' polemic, the problem of the time
differential is hardly solved. Finally, there is nothing in
the contexts of those passages which mention the )4360( and
p.YEd.A061.mt in the Pastorals that implies such cosmological
speculation. The cosmic terminology that appears in Ephesians
and Colossians is conspicuously absent in the Pastorals. Had
the µMA and lic..-fEd.Xoploti represented some such speculation
regarding celestial generation, more explicit language would
have been used, especially since such language was current
in early Christian communities.
Although the internal evidence does not completely
rule out cosmic speculation as a possible referent for the
)1300L and /1..VW.Xoaticu , the material in the Epistles themselves
gives greater support to the suggested parallel of legendary
27Groebel, p. 110. An enigmatic Coptic word (according
to Groebel) is here given the conjectured equivalent: "beings."
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Jewish material. Specifically cited has been the pseudepigraphic Book of Jubilees. This extended midrash on portions
of Genesis and Exodus could (hypothetically) account for many
of the factors subsumed under the ikii0oL and reNaaXo6(tht. in
Timothy and Titus. Though apocalyptic in nature, Jubilees
stresses the Mosaic law (using the accounts of the patriarchs
as the occasion for a legal didactic)28 and expands the genealogical data of Genesis. The work is sufficiently early to
allow for it or similar ideas to disseminate in JewishChristian circles by the time of the writing of the Pastorals.
However the question of the popularity of such a work cannot
be answered with certainty. Thus, while it is probable that
material of the sort recorded in the Book of Jubilees could
have been referred to as A00( and pArtdA066A, the Book of
Jubilees itself is noted only insofar as it may have been
typical of such undesireable material.
G. Kittel attempts to vindicate the earlier arguments
that the )1001 and ryi.c0.06Lck.t referred to the Halakah and
Haggadah into which Rabbinic exegesis had already separated
by this time. Kittel says that, "Ein Blick in den Talmud
genagt, zu erkennen, dass auch far die rabbinische Judentum
28Book of Jubilees 33:1-20, cited according to The
Apocrypha and Pseudepigraph of the Old Testament, edited by
R. H. Charles (Oxford: The Clarendon Press, 1913), II.
29Charles, p. 6.
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die Genealogien and die genealogischen Fragen erhebliche
Bedeutung haben."30 From the Babylonian Talmud (Pesachim 62b)
he illustrates the importance and seriousness of genealogical
interpretation for the Rabbis. The Book of Chronicles had
become known as theTion"11323("Book of Genealogies").31
Kittel maintains that genealogical speculation can be
shown to have played a role in the debates between the Rabbis
and theUnNO.32 The crucial passage for Kittle's argument again
comes from the Babylonian Talmud (Baba Bathra 91a). Here a
genealogical section discusses the matriarchal descent of
Abraham, Haman, David, and Samson. The rhetorical question
concerning the good of such knowledge is answered with the
phrase, "To an answer to thetrrn."33 One passage from the
Mishnah is cited by Kittel which, according to the version
given in Babylonian Talmud, Yebamoth 49b, records the words
of Simeon ben Azzai who discovered a ". . . Rolle der

30

G. Kittel, "Die ofYE,oLX0alloll
20 ( 1921 ) , 51.

der Pastoraibriefe," ZNW,

311bid., p. 51.
32

Cf. R. Herford, Christianity in Talmud and Midrash
(Clifton: Reference Book Publishers, 1966), pp. 97-342, hereafter referred to as Christianity. Herford, Judaism in the
New Testament Period (London: The Lindsey Press, 1928),
pp. 242ff. H. Schoeps, The Jewish-Christian Argument (New
York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1963), pp. 11-19. These
provide a synopsis and (in the case of the first work by
Herford) a listing of the Talmudic references to thetn4n.
Schoeps concludes that the Talmud has no specific name for
Christians. al"7411is only applied to Jewish heretics, among
whom Jewish Christians were counted (p. 14).
33

Baba Bathra 91a, cited in Herford, Christianity, p. 326.
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Genealogien (Tom siAra)" in Jerusalem.34 The scroll is said
to have the record of one born of "spurious birth" (1/m0.
Kittel maintains (as does Herford) that the Baba Bathra passage is an explicit polemic against the Christians and that
the latter (Yebamoth 49b) is a veiled polemic against the
Christian claims concerning the virgin birth of Christ.35
However, whether or not this material is applicable to
the situation addressed in the Pastorals is dependent on
one's approach to the Rabbinic material. Precise dating is
nearly impossible for passages taken from the Gemara. In
this case it may be significant that the Mishnah contains only
one of the passages cited by Kittel from the Babylonian Talmud
(Mishnah, Yebamoth 4:13 is the equivalent of Yebamoth 49b in
the Babylonian Talmud). The Mishnah presupposes a different
sense of that passage. Both the Babylonian Talmud and the
Mishnah version of the Yebamoth citation concern the subject
of bastard progeny. However, the Mishnah specifies one who
is ". . . a bastard through (a transgression of the law of)
thy neighbor's wife."36 The mention of the illicit union is
absent in the Babylonian Talmud (Yebamoth 49b). Although the
34Kittel, 52.
35Cf. Herford, Christianity, pp. 43, 327. Kittel, p. 53.
36Yebamoth 4:13, cited from The Mishnah, edited by Herbert
Danby (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), p. 225.
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context of a passage has little significance in the Rabbinic
literature,37 the fact that both versions of the statement
are attributed to Rabbi Simeon ben Azzai as confirming the
words of Rabbi Joshua may indicate that one of the citations
is merely a variant of the other. If this is true, then
Yebamoth 49b (which mentions only the spurious birth) cannot
be interpreted as an argument against the Christian assertions
regarding the birth of Jesus. If, on the other hand, the
discrepancy between the passages reflects an intentional
change, then the incestuous overtones of Yebamoth 4:13 were
dropped in favor of a later anti-Christian polemic. Therefore, Kittel's dating of Yebamoth 49b (as circa A. D. 100)
is best disregarded, since Rabbi Simeon ben Azzai (to whom
the date is assigned) is mentioned in both readings.
The Baba Bathra passage cannot be dated with certainty
/
and, therefore, may have little bearing on the rEVEcoVoatat. of
the Pastorals. Thus, neither passage provides particularly
compelling evidence toward the conclusion that the Pastorals
reflect actual issues of genealogical debate between the
synagogue and the Christian community. That such debates
existed is not questioned at this point. That they existed
before the early second century has not been demonstrated.
37Schoeps, The Jewish-Christian Argument, p. 10.

CHAPTER VI
A FINAL APPRAISAL AND CONCLUSIONS
Myths and Genealogies in the Christian Gospels
The Problem Reconsidered by Rabbi Sandmel
As already noted, Sandmel has suggested the only
departure from the three prevailing views.1His position
is briefly summarized as follows: Sandmel holds that the
writer of the Pastorals was not addressing a speculative
Judaism with the phrase "myths and genealogies" simply
because such a group did not exist. Gnosticism and Judaism
are mutually exclusive terms; the fact that Billerbeck can
find no Rabbinic parallels to this phrase is, for Sandmel,
highly significant.
Thus the problem behind the Pastorals, as Sandmel
understands it, is the struggle within second century
Christianity over the question, "How shall an acceptable
Gospel be written?" This struggle entailed disagreement on
the question of the historical data and the genealogical
support for the Messianic claims made about Jesus. A
mutually-acceptable conclusion of the problem was never
1S. Sandmel, "Myths, Genealogies, and Jewish Myths and
the Writing of Gospels," Hebrew Union College Annual,
(1956), passim.
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reached, as the contradictions in the early verses of each
of the canonical Gospels indicate. The variety of prevailing positions within the early church can be seen in the
disagreement between the Matthean and Lukan genealogies,
in the Fourth Gospel where a treatise of the Aolps has
replaced a genealogy for the sake of communicating a more
significant truth, and in the Letter to the Hebrews (actually
a "fifth Gospel") which is ". . . devoid of genealogies and
free of that kind of narrated incident which a captious
critic might have called a myth."
The Reappraisal
Sandmel seems to pose an "ideal" Judaism--one that conforms to Rabbinic standards. He will admit no designation of
Judaism that allows speculative or syncretistic aspects. The
distinction that he uses to support this view (that all
extraneous influences yielded apostate Judaism) is merely a
semantic differentiation that allows him to beg the question.
The present study has indicated that the simple distinction
Sandmel poses is incongruent with the evidence.
).„ i.) „
o,JoarcotS
Secondly, Sandmel views the'looSd,tvco-tS (in .L
IA
p.ulYotS) of Titus 1:14 as an insertion intended for two purposes:
(1) to give the letters a Pauline cast and (2) to present an
intensively personal argument against what was an intraecclesiastical faction that used ia0[0( and oEVEGI,Xo66Al to
ralm

buttress the faith. Thus, it was an attempt to "damn by
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epithets."2

Sandmel's first argument for the insertion of

.1ouiScfraKois finds little support. Barrett indicates that
there would have been little reason to use the phrase,
'Iot.),)CriiKolSpai&Ots to give a Pauline coloring, since nothing
in the genuine Pauline Epistles would suggest an attack on
"Jewish myths."3 (The fact that Barrett does nbt argue,
thereby, for the authenticity of the Pastorals makes his an
especially strong position against that stated by Sandmel.)
c

n

The second of Sandmel's comments on the -1c)oc3acKots is
contingent upon his interpretation of the phrase, AldX(G-Tck
c
01 CK Tr/S TrEefrOp1S(Titus 1:11). The expression specifies
those who, according to Sandmel, have come over from the
"circumcision" and are now Christians. Though he cites
version support for his position (Moffatt's translation and
the Revised Standard Version),4 he does not cite any grammatically parallel constructions from the Greek or explain
the substantive uses of EK (and the genitive case) which do
possess the very sense that he denies.
Sandmel sees 2 Cor. 5:16 (that Paul once regarded Christ
ableKd but does so no longer) as a parallel to the exclusion of historical incidents and genealogical speculation about
2Ibid., p. 210.
3C. K. Barrett, The Pastoral Epistles (Oxford: Clarendon
Press, 1963), pp. 12-13.
4Sandmel, p. 205.
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Jesus. Sandmel, thereby, follows Reizenstein's interpretation of that passage5 and passes by the suggestion that the
6
KaTd 44,e(4.goes instead with the oLactp.E.V.

The wider Pauline

argument of 2 Corinthians may sustain Sandmel's interpretation of the W117 aexd. However, that phrase cannot be
removed from its polemical context in 2 Corinthians and be
viewed as a general Pauline dogma. Paul can and did argue
a nearly opposite position (i.e. in 1 Corinthians) against
a heresy that consisted of disparaging the historical content
and the physical implications of the Gospel. Sandmel's
position that Paul himself would have called the historical
data from the life of Jesus "myth" (in the sense of that
word's use in the Pastorals) is an unwarranted generalization.
Finally, in order to see the )..17000( and 6EVEcdotr(okl as
struggles within the church on the issue of the writing of
Gospels, Sandmel is almost forced to ignore entirely those
portions of the context that refer to such debates (and to
those who engage in the same) in ethically pejorative language.
How could such "myths" be designated aspOptplos? Sandmel
simply omits the ethically pejorative adjectives ascribed to
theilAUdo( and, thus, does not answer that question. Although
no suggested identity of the it,t3Oot and iEYEALA0pa.t has fully
5
W. D. Davies, Paul and Rabbinic Judaism (2nd edition
with notes; London: SPCK, 1955), p. 194.
6Sandmel, p. 207.
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accounted for the libertine overtones of the heresy, Sandmel's suggestions actually seem to contradict that phase of
the internal evidence.
Tentative Conclusions
The problem of the uncertain identity of the At300t and
p.rEcacq(d.k in the Pastoral Epistles has hardly been solved
by this reappraisal. At best, only lines delineating the
areas of uncertainty have been drawn. At the present time
the tentative conclusions of this study (pending additional
research into and discoveries in the literary material of the
first and second century world) only sketch probabilities.
The Am and 6usakobiL in the Pastorals represented
some form of (primarily) Jewish speculation. This particular
manifestation of Jewish characteristics may well have been a
type of syncretistic Judaism that expressed its concerns in
speculative fables; perhaps it used a dualistic approach toward
the world that produced either an ascetical rigorism or an
ethical libertinism. The nature of the ilAtOo( and V.YEAXo0ctt,
while perhaps midrashic in form and probably oriented to Old
Testament historical tradition, remains an enigma. The fact
that they seem to reflect some kind of syncretism may call
- for additional study in the oriental and Hellenistic mysteries

which have not been considered in this paper.
Although one can argue quite strongly that the "circumcision party" mentioned in Titus was part of the Christian
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community, he can be even more certain that both in Ephesus
/
and on Crete the AZOot and 66yLatkoatokt
were markedly Jewish
in character. But that they were the material content of
disputes prompted by apologetic concerns between the Jewish
and Christian communities can be demonstrated neither by
internal nor by contemporary external evidence. Nor will
that evidence support a conclusion that suggests that the
/

pAot and padtkoea4 reflected an intra-ecclesiastical
struggle regarding the material content of the Gospels.
After all this has been said, the descriptive label one
espouses for the *90t and rEYEAANfoxt is almost inconsequential. Perhaps less confusing than a label that attempts
to be precise is a description that merely attempts to
encompass most of the evidences the iliatk and re.yea.A0(y(da
were probably speculative fables of syncretistic Judaism
that drew eclectically on Old Testament history as well as
thought forms popular in that day. They were primarily quasihistorical material that could be moulded in such a way as
to be appealing to the gullible who enjoyed being entertained
or to be stimulating to the pseudo-intellectual who enjoyed
peripheral discussions that (according to the writer of the
Epistles) detracted from the exercise of piety. To say more
than this at the present time is to go beyond the evidence.
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